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meetings. In addition, developing seed
related issues are also addressed from
the perspective of the FSA and FSA
Regulations in the ‘‘Items of Interest in
Seed Control,’’ published quarterly.
This publication is available to both
State seed control programs and seed
companies.

The Extent to Which the Regulations
Overlap, Duplicate, or Conflict With
Other Federal Rules and to the Extent
Feasible With State and Local
Government Rules

We are unaware of any FSA
Regulations that duplicate or are in
conflict with other Federal rules.
Sections of the FSA Regulations serve to
complement those of several other
Federal agencies such as the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and APHIS.

For instance, the FDA regards any
interstate shipment of seed that could be
used for food as adulterated if it has
been treated with a chemical considered
a poison, unless the seed has been
colored to prevent its subsequent
inadvertent use as human food or feed
for animals (21 CFR 2.25). The EPA
requires in 40 CFR 153.55, that
pesticides used in treating seed must
contain an EPA-approved dye to impart
an unnatural color to the seed. Section
201.31a of the FSA Regulations
prescribes how treated seed must be
labeled when shipped in interstate
commerce. The regulations of all three
agencies work together to ensure that
treated seed is stained and correctly
labeled when shipped in interstate
commerce.

APHIS enforces the Plant Protection
Act (PPA) by prohibiting the
importation and interstate movement of
seeds containing noxious weeds listed
at 7 CFR part 360. Potential imports and
interstate movements of seed of these
species are regulated by APHIS by
permit. Section 201.16 of the FSA
Regulations designates seeds of species
listed in 7 CFR part 360, except for
Cuscuta species, as noxious and
prohibits the interstate shipment of
agricultural and vegetable seeds
containing them. This section of the
FSA Regulations provides a mechanism
to control any of these destructive
noxious weeds should they become
established.

The FSA and its regulations serve to
complement State seed laws and
regulations. State seed control programs
take action against mislabeled seed sold
in their States by issuing stop sale
orders against the seed. The seed can
not be sold until it is correctly relabeled.
States are usually unable to take

regulatory action against the interstate
supplier of seed for a number of reasons.
The FSA Regulations allow AMS to
assist States by taking regulatory action
against the interstate shippers of the
seed. This cooperative regulatory effort
with the States is reflected in Federal/
State cooperative agreements between
AMS and the Departments of
Agriculture in each State.

The Length of Time Since the
Regulations Have Been Evaluated or the
Degree to Which Technology, Economic
Conditions, or Other Factors Have
Changed in the Area Affected by the
Regulations

The FSA Regulations were recently
amended. The final rule was published
in the Federal Register on January 11,
2000. The amendments to the FSA
became effective, February 10, 2000,
except for the section making seeds of
species listed in the FNWA noxious
which becomes effective January 11,
2001.

Some of the amendments updated the
seed testing regulations to incorporate
the latest in seed testing knowledge so
they are the same as the Association of
Official Seed Analysts Rules for Testing
Seeds, followed by most States for seed
law enforcement. This action prevents
potential conflicts with State
regulations.

Other amendments updated the
certified seed regulations in the FSA to
make them consistent with State seed
certification regulations. These
amendments reflect current seed
certification practices, and provide
minimum certification standards for
new crops, such as chemically assisted
hybrid cotton.
[FR Doc. 01–7084 Filed 3–21–01; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) proposes to adopt
a new airworthiness directive (AD) that

is applicable to certain models of Pratt
& Whitney (PW) PW4000 series turbofan
engines. This proposal would require
operators to perform initial and
repetitive inspections for cracking of
high pressure compressor (HPC) front
drum rotors based on cycle usage. This
proposal would also require the removal
from service of any cracked HPC front
drum rotors. This proposal is prompted
by reports that seven HPC drum rotors
have been found cracked on the spacer
surface between the 6th and 7th stage
disks. The actions specified by the
proposed AD are intended to detect
premature cracking of the HPC drum
rotor that could result in an
uncontained engine failure and damage
to the airplane.
DATES: Comments must be received by
May 21, 2001.
ADDRESSES: Submit comments to the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
New England Region, Office of the
Regional Counsel, Attention: Rules
Docket No. 2000–NE–49–AD, 12 New
England Executive Park, Burlington, MA
01803–5299. Comments may also be
sent via the Internet using the following
address: ‘‘9-ane-adcomment@faa.gov’’.
Comments sent via the Internet must
contain the docket number in the
subject line. Comments may be
inspected at this location between 8:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except Federal holidays.

The service information referenced in
the proposed rule may be obtained from
Pratt & Whitney, 400 Main Street, East
Hartford, CT 06108. This information
may be examined at the FAA, New
England Region, Office of the Regional
Counsel, 12 New England Executive
Park, Burlington, MA.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tara
Goodman, Aerospace Engineer, Engine
Certification Office, FAA, Engine and
Propeller Directorate, 12 New England
Executive Park, Burlington MA 01803–
5299; telephone: 781–238–7130, fax:
781–238–7199.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments Invited
Interested persons are invited to

participate in the making of the
proposed rule by submitting such
written data, views, or arguments as
they may desire. Communications
should identify the Rules Docket
number and be submitted to the address
specified above. All communications
received on or before the closing date
for comments, specified above, will be
considered before taking action on the
proposed rule. The proposals contained
in this action may be changed in light
of the comments received.
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Comments are specifically invited on
the overall regulatory, economic,
environmental, and energy aspects of
the proposed rule. All comments
submitted will be available, both before
and after the closing date for comments,
in the Rules Docket for examination by
interested persons. A report
summarizing each FAA-public contact
concerned with the substance of this
proposal will be filed in the Rules
Docket.

Commenters wishing the FAA to
acknowledge receipt of their comments
submitted in response to this action
must submit a self-addressed, stamped
postcard on which the following
statement is made: ‘‘Comments to
Docket Number 2000–NE–49–AD.’’ The
postcard will be date stamped and
returned to the commenter.

Availability of NPRM’s
Any person may obtain a copy of this

NPRM by submitting a request to the
FAA, New England Region, Office of the
Regional Counsel, Attention: Rules
Docket No. 2000–NE–49–AD, 12 New
England Executive Park, Burlington, MA
01803–5299.

Discussion
This proposal is prompted by reports

that seven HPC front drum rotors have
been found cracked in the axial
direction on the spacer surface between
the 6th and 7th stage disks. These axial
cracks may propagate into the disk and
lead to compressor disk fracture, which
could result in an uncontained engine
failure. The manufacturer is
investigating the cause of the cracking.
There is currently no terminating action
to the repetitive inspection
requirements of the proposed AD. This
proposed rule may be revised based on
the results of the manufacturer’s
investigation.

Manufacturer’s Service Information
The FAA has reviewed and approved

the technical contents of PW Alert
Service Bulletin (ASB) No. PW4ENG
A72–722, dated September 29, 2000.
That ASB provides procedures for
operators to perform on-wing and off-
wing initial and repetitive HPC drum
rotor borescope inspections.

Differences Between Manufacturer’s
Service Information and this AD

Although ASB No. PW4ENG A72–
722, dated September 29, 2000, exempts
PW4158 engine serial numbers P728534
through P728546, from the inspection
requirements, this AD includes those
engines in the initial and repetitive
inspections and requires replacing any
drum rotor that is cracked. The FAA has

determined that there is insufficient
data to permit the exception of these
particular engines from the proposed
inspection requirements.

Also, although ASB No. PW4ENG
A72–722, dated September 29, 2000,
provides procedures for operators to
perform off-wing initial and repetitive
HPC drum rotor inspections, the off-
wing requirements are not mandated by
the proposed rule. The FAA has
evaluated a 20-year cumulative risk
assessment and has determined that an
acceptable level of safety will be met by
requiring the on-wing inspections at the
cyclic intervals detailed in the ASB.

ASB No. PW4ENG A72–722, dated
September 29, 2000, states in item 12 of
the Accomplishment Instructions for the
on-wing inspection that an eddy current
nondestructive inspection must be done
within five engine cycles of finding a
crack indication. The FAA has
determined that if confirmation of
cracking is necessary, an eddy current
inspection must be conducted prior to
further flight.

Proposed Actions
Since an unsafe condition has been

identified that is likely to exist or
develop on other PW4000 series
turbofan engines of this same type
design, the proposed AD would require
operators to perform initial borescope
inspections on HPC drum rotors before
accumulating 1,500 cycles-since-new
(CSN) on the effective date of this AD.
This proposed AD would also require
thereafter, inspections within 2,200
cycles-since-last-inspection, and the
removal from service of any cracked
HPC front drum rotor. The compliance
intervals were established by analysis of
service data and evaluation of a risk
analysis. The actions would be required
to be accomplished in accordance with
the ASB described previously.

Economic Analysis
The FAA estimates that there are

1,970 engines of the affected design in
the worldwide fleet, and that 538
engines installed on aircraft of U.S.
registry would be affected by this
proposed AD. The FAA also estimates
that it would take approximately 2.5
work hours per engine to accomplish
the proposed on-wing inspection, and
that the average labor rate is $60 per
work hour. It is estimated that three
engines would be found with cracked
HPC front drum rotors in the time frame
of one year. Approximately 269 engines
will be inspected on average per year.
The cost of removal and reinstallation of
an engine is approximately $10,000, and
the cost of replacing the HPC front drum
rotor is approximately $750,000.

Required replacement parts would cost
$356,130 per engine. Based on these
figures, the total cost impact per year of
the proposed AD for accomplishing
initial inspections and replacing HPC
front drum rotors, on U.S. operators is
estimated to be $3,388,730.

Regulatory Impact

This proposal does not have
federalism implications, as defined in
Executive Order 13132, because it
would not have a substantial direct
effect on the States, on the relationship
between the national government and
the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government.
Accordingly, the FAA has not consulted
with state authorities prior to
publication of this proposal.

For the reasons discussed above, I
certify that this proposed regulation (1)
is not a ‘‘significant regulatory action’’
under Executive Order 12866; (2) is not
a ‘‘significant rule’’ under the DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034, February 26, 1979); and (3) if
promulgated, will not have a significant
economic impact, positive or negative,
on a substantial number of small entities
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. A copy of the draft
regulatory evaluation prepared for this
action is contained in the Rules Docket.
A copy of it may be obtained by
contacting the Rules Docket at the
location provided under the caption
ADDRESSES.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39

Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation
safety, Safety.

The Proposed Amendment

Accordingly, pursuant to the
authority delegated to me by the
Administrator, the Federal Aviation
Administration proposes to amend part
39 of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(14 CFR part 39) as follows:

PART 39—AIRWORTHINESS
DIRECTIVES

1. The authority citation for part 39
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.

§ 39.13 [Amended]

2. Section 39.13 is amended by
adding the following new airworthiness
directive:

Pratt & Whitney: Docket No. 2000–NE–49–
AD.

Applicability: This airworthiness directive
(AD) applies to Pratt & Whitney (PW) models
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PW4052, PW4056, PW4060, PW4062,
PW4152, PW4156A, PW4158, PW4460, and
PW4462 turbofan engines. These engines are
installed on but not limited to Boeing 747,
767, McDonnell Douglas MD–11, Airbus
Industrie A300, and A310 series airplanes.

Note 1: This AD applies to each engine
identified in the preceding applicability
provision, regardless of whether it has been
modified, altered, or repaired in the area
subject to the requirements of this AD. For
engines that have been modified, altered, or
repaired so that the performance of the
requirements of this AD is affected, the
owner/operator must request approval for an
alternative method of compliance in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this AD.
The request should include an assessment of
the effect of the modification, alteration, or
repair on the unsafe condition addressed by
this AD; and, if the unsafe condition has not
been eliminated, the request should include
specific proposed actions to address it.

Compliance

Required as indicated, unless
accomplished previously.

To detect premature cracking of the high
pressure compressor (HPC) front drum rotor,
that could result in an uncontained engine
failure and damage to the airplane,
accomplish the following:

Initial Inspection

(a) Perform an initial inspection in
accordance with the Accomplishment
Instructions, On-Wing paragraphs 1 through
13, of PW Alert Service Bulletin (ASB) No.
PW4ENG A72–722, dated September 29,
2000, as follows:

(1) Perform an initial inspection of HPC
front drum rotors before accumulating 1,500
cycles-since-new.

(2) If the presence of a crack needs to be
confirmed, perform an eddy current
inspection (ECI) before further flight.

(3) If the presence of a crack is confirmed,
remove and replace with a serviceable HPC
front drum rotor before further flight.

Repetitive Inspections

(b) Thereafter, perform inspections within
2,200 cycles-since-last-inspection, in
accordance with the Accomplishment
Instructions, On-Wing paragraphs 1 through
13, of PW ASB No. PW4ENG A72–722, dated
September 29, 2000.

(1) If the presence of a crack needs to be
confirmed, perform an ECI before further
flight.

(2) If the presence of a crack is confirmed,
remove and replace with a serviceable HPC
front drum rotor before further flight.

Alternative Methods of Compliance

(c) An alternative method of compliance or
adjustment of the compliance time that

provides an acceptable level of safety may be
used if approved by the Manager, Engine
Certification Office (ECO). Operators shall
submit their request through an appropriate
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Principal Maintenance Inspector, who may
add comments and then send it to the
Manager, ECO.

Note 2: Information concerning the
existence of approved alternative methods of
compliance with this airworthiness directive,
if any, may be obtained from the ECO.

Special Flight Permits

(d) Special flight permits may be issued in
accordance with §§ 21.197 and 21.199 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 21.197
and 21.199) to operate the airplane to a
location where the requirements of this AD
can be accomplished.

Issued in Burlington, Massachusetts, on
March 14, 2001.
Mark Liptak,
Acting Manager, Engine and Propeller
Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 01–7081 Filed 3–21–01; 8:45 am]
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Guidance on Reporting of Deposit
Interest Paid to Nonresident Aliens;
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AGENCY: Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
Treasury.
ACTION: Change of date of public
hearing; reopening period to submit
outlines of oral comments; reopening
public comment period.

SUMMARY: This document changes the
date of the public hearing on the
proposed regulations under section
6049 that provide guidance on the
reporting requirements for interest on
deposits maintained at the U.S. office of
certain financial institutions and paid to
nonresident alien individuals. It also
reopens the period to submit public
comments and outlines of oral
comments.

DATES: The public hearing will be held
June 21, 2001, beginning at 10 a.m.

Additional public comments and
outlines of oral comments must be
received by May 31, 2001.

ADDRESSES: The public hearing will be
held in the Auditorium, Internal
Revenue Building, 1111 Constitution
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC. Send
submissions to: Regulations Unit CC
(REG–126100–00), room 5226, Internal
Revenue Service, POB 7604, Ben
Franklin Station, Washington, DC
20044. Submissions may be hand
delivered between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. to: Regulations Unit CC
(REG–126100–00), Courier’s Desk,
Internal Revenue Service, 1111
Constitution Avenue NW., Washington,
DC. Alternatively, taxpayers may submit
outlines of oral comments electronically
directly to the IRS Internet site at http;/
/www.irs.gov/tax_regs/reglist.html.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Concerning the regulations, Kate Hwa,
(202) 622–3840; concerning submission,
LaNita Van Dyke, (202) 622–7190 (not a
toll-free number).

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

A notice of proposed rulemaking and
notice of public hearing, appearing in
the Federal Register on Wednesday,
January 17, 2001 (66 FR 3925),
announced that a public hearing on the
proposed regulations under section
6049, providing guidance on the
reporting requirements for interest on
deposits maintained at the U.S. office of
certain financial institutions and paid to
nonresident alien individuals would be
held on March 21, 2001, in Room 4718,
Internal Revenue Building, 1111
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington,
DC. Subsequently, the date of the public
hearing has changed to June 21, 2001, at
10 a.m. in the Auditorium. Public
comments and outlines of oral
comments must be received by May 31,
2001.

Cynthia Grigsby,

Chief, Regulations Unit, Office of Special
Counsel, (Modernization & Strategic
Planning).
[FR Doc. 01–7162 Filed 3–19–01; 2:49 pm]
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